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Background
The integration of social network has attracted much attention to:
 save energy
 reduce peak power consumption
 renewable energy exchange
Social network integration gives chance to malicious attackers to
attack the power grid utility service

Engaging end-users in Smart grid via social network






Access to the social network
Publish false price information
Consumers’ demand response to the price
Overload transmission lines

Proposed models
The multi-level influence propagation model:
 Influence flows from a number of actors to their followers
 An actor can receive influence from his predecessors and pass it
through his successors
 Each actor has:
 an influence level g{0,1,2,3}, representing the extent to which an
actor is influenced
 g=0 means the actor is not influenced
 g=3 means the actor is completely influenced
 an influence weight w {0,1,2,3}, representing the extent to which
he is willing to affect his successors

Case study
A modified IEEE 13 node test feeder and a notional social network are adopted as a case
study, as is shown in Figure 1:
The historical nodal load data of a day from PJM
is shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2 Nodal load from history data.

The consumption rescheduling result is shown in
Figure 3.
attack

Fig. 3 Consumption rescheduling.
Fig. 4 Flowchart of MCS process.

The Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) is illustrated in Figure 4.

Result and conclusion

 The probability distribution of w is given by:
y  f ( g , B, pt )

 B represents the benefit from rescheduling consumption
 pt represents the personality traits of the actors

 Influence weights sybergy rules: min, median, max

Customers’ response: consumption rescheduling:
 The load at a time slot can be moved to other time slot at some cost
 The goal is to maximize the benefit of consumption rescheduling in
the rescheduling horizon
te

Fig. 1 Modified IEEE 13 node test feeder
and the integration of social network.

Result analysis of attacking:
 given false information sources: actor b, c, d and e, denoted as scenario 1.
 actor b, c, …, t, respectively; denoted as scenario 2, 3, …, 16, respectively.
The distribution of the indexes with MCS is as follows.
Result of scenario 1:
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Fig. 5 Attacked actors in scenario 1.

Fig. 6 Influence level distribution.

Fig. 7 RATL distribution.

Response of the operator: minimize load shedding:

Fig. 8 EENS distribution.

Impact indexes；
 The residual ampacity of transmission lines (RATL)

Fig. 9 EENS distribution under different PCR.

Comparative result of different scenarios

RATLij  1  f ij / aij

 where fi and aij are the power flow and ampacity of line (i, j)
 The expected energy not supplied (EENS)
eensi  si / di
n

EESN   eensi
i 1

 where si and di are load shedding and responsive load at node i.
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Fig. 10 Mean influence level distribution. Fig. 11 Average load increase distribution.

Fig. 12 EENS distribution.

 Conclusion
 There is a limit to the impact of the system by increasing PCR.
 The impact of SNFPA on SN and SG is highly relative, especially for those scenarios
which will cause high influence.
 In general, attacking more actors in social networks will have a higher influence, but
that’s not absolute.
 Even though the social network is as a relatively low overall influence level, directly attacking
the actors with high power demand in power grid will have large influence on the SG.

